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Olivet College
O LIVET, ILLINOIS
1928-1929
Eighteenth Catalog
(Twentieth Session)
COLLEGE CALENDAR
1928 1929
September 11— Tuesday—Matriculation and registration.
September 12—Wednesday— Instruction begins.
November 29— Thursday—Thanksgiving day, holiday.
December 21— Friday— Christmas vacation begins.
January 1— Tuesday— School work resumes.
January 15— Tuesday— Semester examinations begin.
January 18— Friday—First semester ends.
January 22— Tuesday— Second semester begins.
April 13— Saturday— Graduation theses and orations due.
May 11— Saturday— Semester examinations begin.
May 17-23— Commencerrient exercises, program each day.
May 19— Sunday—Baccalaureate sermon.
May 23— Thursday— Commencement day. Annual Alumni 
reception.
May 16-26— Camp meeting.
Olivet College
O LIVET, ILLINOIS
1928-1929
Eighteenth Catalog
(Twentieth Session)
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GENERAL INFORMATION
HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT
Olivet College had its beginning in a small three room 
frame building in Georgetown, Illinois. In 1908 this struc­
ture was moved to Olivet, and the school was enlarged to an 
academy with fifty students. The College of Liberal Arts 
was added in 1909. In 1910 the three story brick building, 
now used as a dormitory, was erected, and in 1913 the present 
administration building was completed.
It was received into the Church o f the Nazarene in 1912 
as the “ Illinois Holiness University.” In 1921 the name was 
changed to “ Olivet College.”
PURPOSE
The aim of Olivet College is to provide educational op­
portunities in a Christian environment; to seek to exalt the 
intellectual, yet magnify the spiritual; to produce men of 
character as well as of efficiency; to train men and women 
for Christian service; and to give general educational advan­
tages to the laity. Its objective is broad scholarship and 
deep spirituality.
LOCATION
Olivet College is one hundred fifty-three miles due south 
of Chicago on the Illinois Highway No. 1. It is thirteen 
miles south o f Danville, Illinois, and three miles north of 
Ridgefarm, Illinois. It is reached by interurban cars run­
ning hourly from Danville and Ridgefarm. Danville is a 
town of about forty thousand, and Ridgefarm of about two 
thousand. Students coming to Olivet College by way of Dan­
ville may easily find the interurban station in Danville from 
any o f the four steam railway stations.
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Grass, shrubbery, flowers, and cement walks add to the 
beauty of the fourteen-acre campus of Olivet College. The 
buildings are about two hundred and fifty yards from the 
Dixie Highway (Illinois State Highway No. 1) running from 
Chicago to Mt. Carmel. Two of them, the administration 
building and Canaan Hall, are of brick, finished in white 
stone.
The administration building contains thirty-two large 
rooms, including recitation rooms, assembly hall, lavatories, 
auditorium, offices', and the book store. The library contains 
more than six thousand volumes, and the two science labora­
tories have excellent equipment, much of which has been 
added recently.
Canaan Hall is a three-story building used as a dormi­
tory for the students; the girls occupy the main part, while 
the ell is separated for use by the boys. The first floor con­
tains the dining room, the kitchen, and store rooms.
Other buildings on the campus are: the President’s resi­
dence, the music hall, and the teacherage— all large, seven 
and ten-room frame houses and the heating plant, o f brick, 
which contains the engine room, and on the second floor of 
which is the laundry.
EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION
The work of the college is offered through three schools: 
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, The Theological 
Seminary, and The School of Fine Arts. In addition, the 
college supports a regularly accredited High School, a Com­
mercial Department, an Expression Department, and an 
Art Department. Courses are offered leading to the fo l­
lowing degrees:
Bachelor of Arts.
Bachelor of Theology.
Bachelor of Divinity.
Bachelor of Music.
Bachelor of Oratory.
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Courses are offered, also, leading to certificates and 
diplomas in Theology, Music, Expression, High School, Art, 
Commercial Science, and Evangelistic Singing.
REGISTRATION AND SCHOLARSHIP 
MATRICULATION
New students are required to make formal application 
for admission to the college. If the student is from another 
school, there must b© credentials of honorable dismissal. In 
order to sever, honorably, connection with the college, should 
a student find it necessary to leave before the completion of 
a given course, there must be evidence of the fulfillment of 
all the obligations, and the final permission of the president.
REGISTRATION
Students should, upon entering, file With the registrar a 
detailed statement of preparatory work, with credentials for 
admission, as required in the various schools and departments 
o f the college.
All students' register on Tuesday of the first week of 
each semester. From 8:30 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. is the time 
for regular registration. An extra fee  of one dollar will be 
charged for registration out of regular time.
Mature students who are not pursuing a regular course 
of study, but purely elective work, will be considered as 
unclassified. Study lists properly approved must be re­
turned to the registrar by the second Saturday of each 
semester.
No changes may be made in study lists except as here­
with provided. There will be an extra charge of fifty cents 
for every addition to registration after the second Saturday 
o f each semester, and for every subject dropped on or before 
the time of the mid-semester examinations. Any person 
dropping a subject after the time of the mid-semester exam­
inations will be considered to have failed in that subject. 
The petition for such changes must have the signature of the 
Registrar and the approval o f the Instructor.
No student will be permitted to register for any course
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if, in the judgment of the instructor in charge, he lacks 
sufficient preparation to undertake the work.
In the colleges, sixteen hours—which means sixteen per­
iods of recitation a week, with at least two hours of prepara­
tion for each period, throughout the semester— constitute a 
semester’s work.
In the High School, twenty-two hours— that is, four 
five-hour subjects and two hours Bible— constitute a semes­
ter’s work. High School students will not b& allowed to take 
more than four major subjects without petition to the Com­
mittee on Registration.
No regular college student will be allowed to register 
for less than fourteen, or more than eighteen hours, including 
Bible, without petition to the Committee on Registration. 
Anyone taking more than eighteen hours including Bible in 
a regular course in the College must pay for the same.
SCHOLARSHIP
A record of attendance and scholarship is kept for each 
student. At the close of each semester a report is given of 
the student’s class standing, including deportment. This 
will be sent to the parent or guardian if desired.
The alphabetical system of grading prevalent elsewhere 
in the state is used. The lowest passing grade is D. Stu­
dents are marked “ conditioned” or “ incomplete” if there re­
mains work which may be made up upon the student’s in­
itiative. All “ incompletes” must be removed within fifteen 
days after the close of the semester in which they were re­
ceived. Failure necessitates a repetition of the class work 
before credit can be given.
In order to maintain a high standard of scholarship, an 
instructor may, with the approval of the president, exclude 
from his classes any student who shows marked delinquency 
in attendance, or who neglects his work, or who proves' in­
competent to pursue the course.
Tests may be given at the end o f every six weeks#, or 
at such times as may be chosen by the instructor. Regular 
examinations are given at the close of each semester.
Under certain prescribed conditions a student may be
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granted the privilege o f special examinations in order to re­
move deficiencies, but such examinations cannot be allowed 
merely to improve the grade already received. A special 
fee of one dollar is charged for all examinations and previ­
ously announced tests given outside the regular schedule.
RULES GOVERNING ABSENCES
Credit for work done in any course presupposes regular 
attendance on class work. Every absence from class means 
a reduction in the rating of the student, and will influence 
the grade in the course accordingly. The maximum number 
of absences allowed for credit is ten percent of the number 
of class periods in one semester. Three tardinesses shall 
be counted one absence. Absences immediately preceding ancf 
following holidays count double. Five absences' from chapel 
without excuse will disenroll the student. A  student wno, 
because of sickness or other emergency, exceeds the max­
imum limit of absences, may be re-registered in the course by 
permission o f the instructor in charge, and with the approval 
of the registration committee, provided he gives satisfactory 
evidence, by a special examination, of having made up the 
work missed.
GOVERNMENT AND DISCIPLINE
The government of the college is under the direct con­
trol of the President. Discipline is administered by the Dean 
of Men in conjunction with the administrative council o f the 
faculty, which is advisory to the President.
SOCIAL LIFE
As a co-educational institution, Olivet College seeks to 
maintain an atmosphere of culture, refinement, and ease. Ed­
ucation and correct manners go hand in hand. Here is o f­
fered the opportunity for practical social training in a 
Christian and educational environment.
The young men and women are together in the class reci­
tation, in the dining room, and in most of the religious ser­
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vices, and are required to be polite and reserved. An occas­
ional social evening is permitted for the whole student body, 
under the care of the faculty. There may be, also, small 
group gatherings under proper chaperonags.
Brief lists of social regulations are posted in the dormi­
tories.
ACTIVITIES AND PUBLICATIONS
The college makes provision for such student organiza­
tions as may be conducive to development in leadership, and 
may afford opportunity for cooperative recreation, literary 
training, musical work, and religious activity. Each organ­
ization is under the oversight of the faculty and has an offi­
cial faculty representative.
The most active organizations seem to be those of the 
separate classes, the literary societies, and the Student Mis­
sion Band.
P u b l ic a t io n s — The College is represented in the field of 
publications by its catalog and by a paper, “ The Olivet Col­
legian,”  put out by the administration. In addition to these 
is “ The Aurora,”  an annual book edited by the students.
RELIGIOUS LIFE
While Olivet College is an institution o f the Church of 
The Nazarene, it is not narrowly sectarian. Members of 
many different evangelical churches enroll each year and 
enjoy all the privileges and opportunities offered to the stu­
dent body. Since there is no true education or culture with­
out true religion, the spiritual life of the student body is of 
vital interest to the college. Many opportunities are given 
for spiritual development.
Regular Sunday services are held in the college auditori­
um under the auspices o f the Olivet Nazarene Church. A t­
tendance upon two Sunday services is required o f all stu­
dents.
A spiritual atmosphere pervades the school throughout 
the week. Forty minutes is devoted each school day to a 
chapel service for the entire student body and faculty. Every 
class is opened with prayer. There is one early morning and
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one noonday prayer meeting held each week in the interest 
of missions. The regular church prayer meeting is on Wed­
nesday evening. Such organizations as the Girls’ Assembly 
and the Boys’ Conference offer opportunities for experience 
in preaching and other religious activities.
Students have the privilege of meeting and hearing many 
prominent visitors from all parts o f the country. A t least 
twice each year there is a revival season in which the serv­
ices o f successful evangelists are engaged.
Many of the students who are studying for the ministry 
have charges near the college that can easily be reached by 
interurban or auto.
INSTRUCTIONS TO BOARDING STUDENTS
The Dining Hall— All boarding students, unless for sat­
isfactory reasons the President allows other arrangements, 
will board in the College dining hall. We purpose to give 
good wholesome food, sufficient in quantity, and at a lower 
rate than can be furnished in private homes. The dining 
room is not merely a place to get something to eat, but is 
also a place of refinement in social conversation, table eti­
quette, and general courtesies. Instruction in these social 
arts will be given from time to time. Arrangements for 
rooming outside the dormitories must be approved by the 
administration.
Students’ Outfit— Students will bring their own bedding 
— including outer covering, blankets, two pairs of sheets, 
two pillow cases, a pillow, four towels, comfort, comb, 
brushes, soap, napkins, napkin rings, rugs, draperies, and 
other home-like furnishings for the rooms. In each living 
room there is a wardrobe, table, dresser, washstand, bed and 
mattress, chairs, wash bowl, pitchers, etc. The dormitories 
are complete in equipment and comfortable and convenient 
in every respect. The dormitory is a real home for the 
student.
Dormitory Regulations— Students are required to care 
for their own rooms, and must observe the ordinary rules of
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the dormitory, a copy of which will be posted at the opening 
o f the year.
Dress Regulations— Students should not bring an exten­
sive or elaborate wardrobe. Young women will not bring 
dresses of immodest or extravagant style. Plain and serv­
iceable clothing is more desirable. They will dress in sim­
ple attire. Graduating costumes also are to be simple and 
inexpensive. Non-conspicuous dress is enjoined upon all.
Laundry— We have a steam laundry for what is com­
monly known as “ home washing.” The prices are very rea­
sonable, and the laundry furnishes work for a number of 
girls who make part of their expenses in that way. As for 
fine laundry work, such as collars, cuffs, men’s dress shirts, 
etc., there is a college agent who handles such at regular 
prices.
Book Store— The College book store is in the adminis­
tration building. All text books used may be had there, as 
well as stationery, tablets, pencils, pens, inks, erasers, post­
cards, stamps, pennants, etc. Students should arrange to 
pay cash for what they purchase at this store.
GENERAL EXPENSES
The following is an itemized statement for a regular 
College or Seminary course for one semester (one-half
y e a r ):
F e e s :
Registration _________________________________________ $ 1.00
Incidentals___________________________________________  1.00
Medical ______________________________________________  2.00
Library ______________________________________________ 2.00
T u ition _______________________________________________ 42.50
B o a r d ________________________________________________  61.00
Room ________________________________________________  11.00
Heat and L ig h t______________________________________ 12.50
Laundry______________________________________________ 13.50
Aurora F e e __________________________________________  1.75
Total $148.25
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The High School or Bible School expenses will be $5.50 
less per semester.
The expenses for  the entire year, consisting o f inciden­
tals, registration, medical and library fees, board, room 
(two in a room in dormitory), tuition, light, heat, and plain 
laundry (twelve pieces per week), is $296.50.
High School or Bible Department, $285.50.
The price o f board is subject to change if  advance in 
prices makes it necessary.
REGULAR EXPENSES
Matriculation fee, once for all upon entering $ 5.00
Registration fee, per semester--------------------------------------  1.00
Registration fee, late, per semester__________________  2.00
Incidental fee, per semester__________________________  1.00
Medical fee, per semester______________________________ 2.00
Library fee, per semester______________________________  2.00
College tuition, per semester____________________________42.50
Ten hours tuition or less, per semester hour__________  2.75
More than the regular course, per semester hour, extra 2.00
Single m ea ls__________________________________________  .30
Note— Students can receive rooms alone only with the 
understanding that if the necessity arises they will have to 
change to sharing their room with a roommate.
MUSIC
( P i a n o , V o ic e , V i o l i n )
Music Library fee, per semester______________________ $ .50
One semester, one lesson a week under head o f depart­
ment ______________________________________________ 30.00
One semester, two lessons per week under the head o f
the department ____________________________________58.00
One semester, one lesson per week, under assistant 24.00
One semester, two hours per week, under assistant 46.00
Piano rent (one hour per day) for semester__________  7.00
Piano rent (two hours per day) for semester__________12.00
Guitar, one semester, one lesson per week______________ 24.00
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Sight Singing and Notation Class, per semester  8.00
History o f Music, Class, per semester___________________10.00
Harmony Class, per semester__________________________12.00
Counterpoint Class, per semester_______________________ 12.00
Primary Piano, per semester____________________________ 11.50
Normal Training Course, per semester__________________58.50
Cornet, Trombone, Clarinet, Saxophone, French Horn, or 
other band or orchestral instruments by special arrangement.
EXPRESSION
Two lessons per week (in class), per semester________ $15.00
One lesson per week (private), per semester____________ 20.00
Two lessons per week (private), per semester__________35.00
ART
One lesson per week (private), per semester_____ $18.00
Two lessons per week (private), per semester______ 35.00
Class, six hours per week, per semester_____________35.00
Children’s Class (Saturday) two hours per week, per
semester _________________________________________  9.00
History o f Art, Class, two hours, per week, one se­
mester _____________________________________________10.00
Applied Art Class, two hours, per week, per semester— 5.50
Fee for rent of casts and for models---------------------- 2.00
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT
Shorthand, per semesterl______________________________ $25.00
Typewriting, per semester______________________________15.00
Shorthand and Typewriting, combined, per semester 35.00
Bookkeeping, per semester______________________________ 30.00
Combined course, Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Typewrit­
ing, also any other subject one should desire to
take _______________________________________________ 50.00
Use of typewriter, per semester_______________________ 7.50
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SPECIAL FEES
L aboratory—
Breakage fee (deposit) ___________  $ 1.50
College Physics, Botany or Zoology, per semester 3.00
College Chemistry, per semester_________________  3.50
Analytic or Organic Chemistry___________________  4.50
High School Physics, per semester_______________  2,00
Special examination in any study, each_______________  1.00
Each change in registration after second week  .50
Sheepskin D ip lom a___________________________________  5.00
College graduation ___________________________________  5.00
High School and Bible School Diploma_______________  3.50
Music, Expression, Commercial, or special certificate 3.00
Transcript o f credits__________________________________  1.00
(Payable when application is made for degree or certificate)
TERMS
A contract between the College and its patrons is em­
bodied in the following stipulations, which should be care­
fully read:
1. Charges are due in advance for each half semester. 
Those who are unable' to pay cash in full, in advance, shall 
make arrangements at the Business Office for the privilege 
of substituting bankable notes in the place of the required 
cash payment.
2. No matter what the reason, a student’s remaining 
away from work for some time is not only disadvantageous, 
but causes extra trouble and labor for teachers. While we 
do not charge extra for this additional work and trouble, 
we cannot act so unreasonably as to encourage absence by 
making deductions or refunding money for it. However, pa­
trons paying cash in advance for the half-semester may 
count on the following liberal settlement in case of serious 
illness making necessary (according to the advice o f the Col­
lege physician) the student’s permanent withdrawal: A 
calculation o f expense to such time will be made, and beyond 
a prorata charge for the preceding portion of the session, 
the balance o f the money paid for board will be refunded at
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the end of the semester, provided the tim& lost is more than a 
month and provided further that the student is still unable 
to return. Students are received only for a semester or the 
remaining part of a semester, unless specially arranged 
otherwise.
3. Each student will be required to deposit $5.00 to 
guarantee recovery of damages that furniture in his room 
may suffer, including bowls, pitchers, shades, electric light 
globes, etc. Rooms will be inspected at the close of each 
semester and broken furniture replaced. When key is re­
turned, and in case all furniture is intact, this fee will be 
refunded.
4. Books, pencils, stationery, and other student supplies 
will be furnished for cash only. Parents should deposit at 
least $10.00 to cover cost of books, etc., or supply student 
with change for this expense.
5. No fee will be refunded.
6. No tuition will be refunded. In case of sickness of 
four weeks or more when the student has to drop out of a 
semester’s work, a non-transferrable due-bill will be given for 
the unexpired time.
7. No degrees will be conferred nor credits transferred 
until all financial obligations to the College have been sat­
isfactorily arranged.
College of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Students will be admitted to the college upon presentation 
o f satisfactory testimonials of character, in four ways, as fo l­
lows:
1. Admission by Certificate. Candidates for admission 
to Freshman standing may present certificates from an ac­
credited high school or academy showing the studies pursued, 
the time devoted to each subject, and the credit attained. 
The recommendation o f the Principal for the admission of 
the candidates to the college is desirable.
2. Admission by Examination. Examinations for stu­
dents presenting themselves without certificates o f scholar­
ship are held on the day preceding the opening o f the first 
semester.
3. Admission to Advanced Standing. Students from 
other institutions seeking admission to advanced standing 
in the college must present evidence of honorable dismissal 
from the institution last attended and a certificate stating 
the previous standing and work accomplished. Students 
from  other institutions given advanced standing in this col­
lege may not receive a scholarship degree until after the 
completion o f one year in residence.
4. Admission of Special Students. Mature persons may 
be admitted as special students to such courses as in the 
judgment o f the heads o f the departments they may pursue 
to advantage. Such students are not classified and will re­
ceive no credit toward a degree until entrance conditions are 
removed.
Of the fifteen units required for admission, the eight 
units constituting group A (see high school) are prescribed 
for admission to the freshman class of the college, except 
that General Science may be offered in place of Physics.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
1. General College Requirements. Each candidate for 
a college degree must meet all requirements with respect to
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registration and residence, and credits in approved courses 
must be secured amounting to one hundred twenty-eight 
hours. The hour is the unit of credit and should be equiva­
lent to one class period a week for one semester. Each hour 
is understood to represent for the average student one hour 
of class work and two hours o f preparation. In laboratory 
courses, a two hour period is considered the equal o f  one 
hour recitation or lecture period.
2. Prescribed Work. Candidates for a college degree 
must complete a minimum o f ten hours in each o f the groups 
below except that only eight hours o f either A  or B, and six 
hours o f G will be required.
A. Archaeology and Theology
B. Biblical History and Literature
C. Education
D. English Language and Literature
E. Foreign Languages
F. History and Social Sciences
G. Mathematics
H. Philosophy and Psychology
I. Science (Biology and Chemistry)
3. Major Requirements. Not later than the opening of 
the Junior year each candidate is required to select some 
subject as his major. A  major consists of courses amounting 
to at least twenty hours chosen from one department, or 
closely allied departments, in addition to the minimum re­
quirements in those departments, and approved by the pro­
fessor of his major subject. The subjects at present recog­
nized as majors in this college are: Education, English 
Language and Literature, Foreign Languages, History and 
Social Sciences, Mathematics, Philosophy and Psychology, 
Science (Biology and Chemistry).
4. Minor Requirements. Each candidate must offer, in 
addition to his major, a minor of not less than eight hours 
in addition to the prescribed work, such minor to be desig­
nated by the head of the department in which the major is 
offered, and approved by the committee on registration.
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5. Electives. A sufficient number of electives may be 
chosen to make up the one hundred twenty-eight hours re­
quired for graduation. Not more than forty hours in any 
one subject may be counted for graduation. Only twelve 
hours o f subjects from the Fine Arts Department will be 
allowed on an A.B. degree course.
UNDERGRADUATE STANDING 
LOWER DIVISION STANDING
Freshmen are given regular standing when the College 
entrance requirements are fully met. Students may enter 
College conditionally with fourteen units credit, but such 
students will be given provisional standing until all condi­
tions are removed.
Sophomore standing is given to regular students who 
complete thirty hours o f college work. The student will or­
dinarily choose his major subject at the beginning of the 
Sophomore year, but in no case may this be deferred later 
than the beginning o f the Junior year.
UPPER DIVISION STANDING
Sixteen hours of prescribed work in the upper division 
must be completed during the Junior and Senior years. 
Junior standing will be given to all regular students who 
have completed the prescribed work o f the lower divisions 
and who have a sufficient number of electives to make a total 
o f  sixty hours.
Senior standing requires ninety hours of credit. The 
thesis, which forms a part of the work of the Senior year, 
should be completed and in the hands of the major professor 
not later than the thirtieth week. Electives are to be chosen 
in consultation with the major professor.
SCHOLASTIC HONORS
In addition to the one hundred twenty-eight hours re­
quired for graduation, it is required that the student have at
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least one hundred twenty-eight scholastic credits based upon 
the quality of work performed. These credits are determined 
as follows:
1. For every grade o f A  or above, 3 credits.
2. For every grade of B or above, 2 credits.
3. For every grade of C or above, 1 credit.
Students receiving a total of 360 credits or more will be
graduated with highest honors (summa cum laude).
Students receiving a total of 300 credits or more will be 
graduated with honors (magna cum laude).
Students receiving a total of 240 credits or more will be 
graduated with honor (cum laude).
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
Courses o f instruction here offered are divided into lower 
and upper division work. Lower division work will number 
1-99. Upper division courses from 100 up. The prescribed 
work in the lower division work should be completed before 
the upper division courses are undertaken. The courses 
offered are grouped as follows:
I. Department o f Archaeology and Theology.
II. Department o f Biblical History and Literature.
III. Department of Education.
IV. Department o f English Language and Literature.
V. Department of Foreign Language and Literature.
VI. Department o f History and Social Sciences.
VII. Department of Mathematics.
VIII. Department of Philosophy and Psychology.
IX. Department of Science.
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND 
THEOLOGY
(For description o f courses see Olivet College Theological 
Seminary.)
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DEPARTMENT OF BIBLICAL HISTORY 
AND LITERATURE
All candidates for degrees are required to elect eight 
hours from this department. (See the Bible School.)
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
M r s . B r a c k e n
1 and 2. Introduction to Psychology—
(See Philosophy and Psychology 1 and 2.)
3. History of Education—
A  general course covering Ancient and Medieval periods. 
Two hours, first semester.
4. History of Education—
A continuation of course 3 covering the modern period 
o f history. Two hours, second semester.
5. Educational Psychology—
The psychology of the learning process with application 
to the problems o f the teacher and learner. Prerequisite 
Psychology 1 and 2.
101. School Administration—
The problems of the school room and school administra­
tion; the nature and end of the school organization; the re­
lation of the teacher and board, teacher and superintendent 
or principal, teacher and parents, teacher and students. Three 
hours, first semester.
102. Secondary Education—
History and present status o f secondary education, high 
school organization, curriculum building, the junior and 
senior high school problems, the high school as a supervised 
center, the general principles o f high school instruction. 
Three hours, second semester.
103. General Methods in Education—
A  study of general methods o f teaching in primary and 
secondary schools. Text, lectures, readings and reports. 
Three hours, second semester.
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104. Principles o f Education—
A  study of the foundation principles which underlie the 
art o f teaching. Application in the field o f primary and sec­
ondary teaching. Three hours, first semester.
105. Child Psychology—
A  study of the physical, mental, moral and religious de­
velopment o f the child. Text, lectures, readings and reports. 
Two hours, first semester.
106. Psychology o f Adolescence—
A study of the physical, mental, moral and religious de­
velopment of the youth, with a view to an understanding of 
their problems. Text, readings and reports. Two hours, 
second semester.
107. Philosophy of Education—
A  study of the aims, value and content o f education. 
Text, readings, reports, discussions. Prerequisite, senior 
standing. Two hours, first semester.
108. Introduction to Education and Mental Measurements— 
The historical development o f mental and educational
test movement; general principles o f measurement; use o f 
tests and test results. A beginning course for advanced 
(Students in education. Prerequisite, senior standing. Two 
hours, second semester.
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
AND LITERATURE
M b . M c Cl a i n
1, 2. Rhetoric and English Composition—
A study o f rhetoric, and practice in the writing o f Eng­
lish. Text, Manual, readings, discussions, and themes. Re­
quired of College Freshmen. Three hours, both semesters.
3, 4. A Survey o f English Literature—
Lectures on Movements and historic influences. Man­
ual, and reading from selected masterpieces. Prerequisite to 
succeeding courses in literature. Required of Sophomores. 
Three hours, both semesters.
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101, 102. American Literature—
The first semester will be given to introducing the his­
tory o f American Letters, with attention to the growth o f 
national ideals and a consideration of poetic and prose mas­
terpieces. The second semester will be a continuation of the 
same with a study of recent forms and tendencies. Three 
hours, both semesters.
*103. Romantic Poets—■
A  study o f the poets o f the romantic movement. Read­
ings, papers on assigned subjects, lectures. Two hours, 
first semester.
*104. Victorian Poets—
A study of the major poets o f the later nineteenth cen­
tury. Two hours, second semester.
105, 106. Argumentation and Debate—
Principles o f Argumentation and practice in the delivery 
o f debate. Two hours, both semesters.
107. English Literary Criticism—
A study of types and forms. Original analytic reviews. 
Lectures and discussions. Readings and reports. Open to 
advanced students. Three hours, first semester.
108. Contemporary Poetry—
A  study o f the new poetry as to form, subject matter, 
and aim. Critical analysis. Designed for advanced students. 
Prerequisite English 107. Three hours, second semester.
109. 110. Advanced Composition—
An intensive study o f exposition. Practice in writing 
essays, editorials, and reviews. Prerequisite, English 1 and
2. Two hours, first semester.
Study o f narrative, with special attention to the short 
story. Themes, readings, and discussions. Prerequisite, 
English 1 and 2. Two hours, second semester.
* Given in 1929-1930.
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113. The English Novel—
A study of the major English novelists o f the nineteenth 
century. Three hours, first semester.
114. Shakespeare—
A study o f Shakespeare’s major dramas. Three hours, 
second semester.
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
M r s . P e a k e
GREEK LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
1, 2. First Year Greek—
Five hours, both semesters.
3, 4. Xenophon’s Anabasis—
This course includes a reading o f four books of the 
Anabasis, and a study of prose composition. Three hours, 
both semesters.
5, 6. Homer’s Iliad—
Attention is given to scansion and Homeric forms as well 
as to the background of history and social customs of the 
Homeric period. Lectures and interpretation. Two hours, 
both semesters.
7, 8. New Testament Greek—
The epistles are translated with stress on idioms and 
derivations. Two hours, both semesters.
LATIN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
3, 4. Cicero—
The usual four orations with selections from others; 
research work, compositions, and review o f grammar. Three 
hours, both semesters.
5, 6. \irgil—
Four or six books; scansion, contemporary history, myth­
ology. Two hours, both semesters.
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FRENCH
1, 2. First Year—
The usual First Book, stressing pronunciation, vocabu­
lary, easy reading and grammar. Three hours, both semes­
ters.
3, 4. Second Year—
A study of the classics and composition. Three hours, 
both semesters.
GERMAN
1, 2. First Year—
The usual course, stressing phonetics, grammar, and 
translation.
3, 4. Second Year—
Classic songs, conversation and composition. Three 
hours, both semesters.
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
M r . B r a c k e n , M r . G r e e r  
HISTORY
1. Greek History—
A topical survey of Greek history from the earliest times 
to the death of Alexander. Elective. Two hours, first se­
mester.
2. Roman History—
A study of the development of Rome from its founda­
tion to 476 A. D. A topical survey of the institutions and 
civilization o f the Romans. Elective. Two hours, second 
semester.
3. Medieval History—
A general survey of the medieval period with special 
reference to the development of Church and State. Text­
book, readings, and reports'. Three hours, first semester.
4. Early Modem History—
A  course covering the field of European History from
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the fifteenth century to the Congress o f Vienna. Careful 
consideration given to the Renaissance, the Protestant Rev­
olution, and the Counter Reformation. Three hours, second 
semester.
5. History of Latin America—
An introductory study of the various' republics in Latin 
America. Attention is given to their relation with the United 
States regarding the Monroe Doctrine, territories, commerce, 
political expansion, and Pan-Americanism. Two hours, first 
semester.
6. History o f the Reformation—
The purpose of this course is to give a general survey 
of the Renaissance, after which consideration is given to the 
cause of the Protestant Revolution and the Counter Re­
formation. Two hours, second semester.
101. History of the United States, 1787-1850—
The object of this course' is to give the student a
thorough understanding of the development of the American 
nation. Emphasis is placed upon political, social, and econ­
omic life. Elective for juniors and seniors'. Required o f all 
college students who have not had courses in American His­
tory and Civics. Three hours, first semester.
102. History of the United States, 1850-1926—
A  continuation o f 101 from 1850 to the present time. 
Sectional forces, problems of Civil War Reconstruction, and 
recent problems of domestic and foreign policy are consid­
ered. For juniors and seniors. Required same as 101. 
Three hours, second semester.
103. 104. English History—
A history o f England and Great Britain from the Anglo- 
Saxon period to the present time. Special attention given to 
social and religious movements and to political and constitu­
tional development. Elective for juniors and seniors. Three 
hours, both semesters.
105. Europe Since the Congress o f Vienna—
This course deals with the chief social, industrial, politi­
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cal, and religious movements of the nineteenth century. 
Elective. Three hours, first semester.
106. The World War—
A continuation of course 105 and a survey o f the causes 
of the war, followed by a study of the outbreak, progress 
and cessation of the war. Consideration given to economical 
reconstruction and post war problems: Elective. Three
hours, second semester.
107. History o f the Ancient Orient—
A  course designed to give a general survey o f the peo­
ples of the ancient Orient as a background for the study of 
Hebrew history and literature. Two hours, first semester.
108. History of American Diplomacy—
A  survey of American diplomatic relations from the be­
ginning o f our national existence to the present time. Two 
hours, second semester.
109. 110. History of the Far East—
A  survey of the chief peoples of Eastern Asia and a 
study o f their contributions to the world. Two hours, both 
semesters.
111. History of the United States—
A study of European colonization and the settlement and 
growth of the thirteen English Colonies through the Eight­
eenth Cenutry. Three hours, first semester.
112.— 7 i
A study of the Mississippi Valley History through the 
Eighteenth Century. Three' hours, second semester.
SOCIAL SCIENCES
1 and 2. Principles o f Economics—
A comprehensive introduction to economic studies, based 
upon a recent text, lectures, collateral reading, and student 
exercises. Two hours, both semesters.
3 and 4. Introduction to Sociology—
A comprehensive study of social progress, with illus­
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trations drawn from current conditions. Two hours, both 
semesters.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 
M r . P r ic e
1. Plane Trigonometry—
Topics; generalization of angles, trigonometric func­
tions and formulae; theory and use of tables; solution of 
right and oblique triangles; inverse functions, and trigo­
nometric equation. First semester, three hours. Required.
2. College Algebra—
Topics; theory of exponents, graphical representation of 
linear and quadratic functions; mathematical induction, de­
terminants, logarithms, series variation, progressions, limits, 
etc. Second semester, three hours.
Six hours of mathematics are required of all candidates 
for degrees and should be taken in the freshman year.
3. Analytic Geometry—
Graphical representation of points and curves in a 
plane; determination of the properties and relation o f plane 
curves by a study of their equations and graphs; investiga­
tion of the straight line and conic sections. First semester, 
three hours.
4. Calculus—
Differentiation and integration of functions, with the 
usual algebraic, geometric, and mechanical applications. Pre­
requisite, mathematics' 1 and 2. Second semester, five hours.
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND 
PSYCHOLOGY
1. Introduction to Psychology—
A general study o f the fundamental principles o f mod­
ern psychology. Three hours, first semester.
2. Introduction to Psychology—
A continuation o f course 1. Three hours, second se­
mester.
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5. Educational Psychology—
(See Education 5).
101. Elementary Logic—
Both inductive and deductive methods o f reasoning will 
be studied and applied to practical problems. Three hours, 
first semester.
102. Christian Ethics—
The most important ethical theories will be discussed. 
The nature and general principles of moral conduct will be 
sought. These principles will be applied to all varieties of 
social and religious problems. Two hours, second semester.
103. Social Psychology—
The object of this course is to teach the fundamental 
principles of social relationship, as grounded in Physiology 
and Psychology. It deals with social instincts, suggestion, 
imitation, sympathy, crowd leadership, public opinion, social 
influence, and social progress. Three hours, first semester.
104. Psychology o f Religion—
Nature, origin and development of religious conscious­
ness. Two hours, second semester.
105. Introduction to Philosophy—
A study of the fundamental problems of Philosophy. 
Three hours, first semester.
106. Rational Theism—
An examination o f the various theories o f accounting
for the universe, showing the absolute need of a First Cause. 
A discussion and emphasis of the theistic conception o f the 
world, religion, providence, redemption, atonement, immor­
tality, etc.; also a discussion o f the non-Christian theories. 
Three hours, first semester.
107. Philosophy of Religion—
A  survey of world religions, with a study of their car­
dinal characteristics, principles, and tendencies; also the su­
periority of the Christian religion as the only satisfying 
world religon. Normal and abnormal Chrstian experience 
will be discussed. Three hours, second semester.
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108. History of Ancient and Medieval Philosophy—
A study of the leading systems of Ancient and Medieval 
Philosophy and their thought. Three hours, first semester.
109. History of Modern Philosophy—
A resume of the principal modern philosophical theories, 
with a study of their practical bearing upon science, reli­
gion, ar>d morals, and their relation to modern education. 
Three hours, second semester.
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE
(Biology and Chemistry)
M b . B u s h e y , M b s . B b a c k e n  
BOTANY
1. General Botany—
A study of the fundamentals of morphology and physi­
ology of the flowering plants. Text, lectures and laboratory. 
Three hours, first semester.
2. General Botany—
A continuation of course 1, covering the lower orders 
of plants, and an introduction to the taxonomy of the flow­
ering plants. Three hours, second semester.
3. Classification of the Flowering Plants—
Lectures and studies on principles of classification. Lab­
oratory exercises on plant structure. Practice in determina­
tion by means of the manual. Prerequisite, Botany 1 and 2. 
Two hours, first semester.
4. Plant Physiology—
A study of the principal functions of plants, including 
absorption, conduction, assimilation and respiration. Three 
hours, second semester.
101. Elementary Plant Ecology—
A general survey of the field of ecology. Plants and 
plant associations in their relation to their environment. 
Two hours, firs't semester.
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102. General Morphology of the Thallophytes—
A study of the forms, structure, and development of the 
Thallophytes. Three hours, second semester.
ZOOLOGY
1. Elementary Zoology—
The principal facts of animal structure are brought out, 
as well as the general development and classification. Lab­
oratory work and outside reading is an important part of the 
course. Five hours, first semester. (Three hours credit 
for seniors).
2. Vertebrate Zoology—
A  study o f the systems and organs in vertebrates as 
well as their function and development. The course consists 
of three hours lecture work and two double periods in the 
laboratory per week. Prerequisite, Zoology 1. Five hours, 
second semester.
4. Heredity—
The textbook and lectures cover the general facts of 
heredity and their relationship to man. The mechanism 
through which heredity is manifested, the results of hybrid­
ization, including Mendel’s Law, superstitious fallacies, and 
the maintenance of racial qualities are dwelt upon in the 
course. Sophomore standing is required, or Zoology 1 pre­
ceding it. Two hours, second semester.
5. Microscopic Technic—
Laboratory training in killing, staining, and preparing 
animal tissue for microscopic work. Those taking this course 
are required to be of sophomore standing, or must be tak­
ing Zoology in conjunction with the course. Two hours, first 
semester.
6. Elementary Ornithology—
This course takes up the study of birds in the immediate 
vicinity, their identification, habits, and life histories. Pre­
requisite, Zoology 1. Two hours, second semester.
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8. Physiology cmd Hygiene—
Lectures, demonstrations, discussions o f human physiol­
ogy and the functioning of its organs. Sophomore standing, 
or preceded by Zoology 1. Two hours, second semester.
101. Embryology o f Vertebrates—
Lectures and laboratory work dealing mostly with the 
embryology o f the chick. Prerequisite Zoology 1. Five hours, 
first semester.
102. Invertebrate Zoology—:
This course includes lectures, laboratory, and field trips. 
It deals especially with the classification, morphology, embry­
ology, physiology, and life histories o f the invertebrates ex­
clusive of the insects. Prerequisite, One year of Zoology 
including Zoology 1. Three hours, second semester.
104. Entomology—
Lectures, laboratory work, and field trips have to do with 
the collection, morphology, identification, and life histories 
o f the more common insects. Prerequisite, Zoology 1. Five 
hours, second semester.
106. Comparative Anatomy of Vertebrates—
The lectures and laboratory work deal with the compar­
ative development and physiology of the vertebrates. The 
organs and tissues1 are studied extensively. Prerequisite, 
Zoology 1 and 101. Five hours, second semester.
CHEMISTRY
1. Elementary Chemistry—
General Inorganic Chemistry for beginners in College 
Chemistry, comprising a study of all the fundamental laws 
and reactions, with laboratory work. Five hours', first semes­
ter. (Three hours credit for seniors).
2. Elementary Chemistry—
A continuation o f Chemistry 1. Five hours, second se­
mester. (Three hours credit for seniors).
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101. Analytical Chemistry, Qualitative—
A  laboratory course in qualitative analysis of simple 
compounds and mixtures. Prerequisite, Chemistry 1 and 2. 
Three hours, first semester.
102. Analytical Chemistry, Quantitative—
A laboratory course in quantitative analysis of simple 
compounds' and mixtures. Prerequisite, Chemistry 1, 2, and 
101. Three hours, second semester.
103. Organic Chemistry. Lectures—
A study of th& more important classes of carbon deriv­
atives, covering the allotropic and aromatic series. This 
course is accompanied by the course in organic preparations, 
Chemistry 105. Prerequisite, Chemistry 1 and 2. Three 
hours, first semester.
104. Organic Chemistry. Lectures—
A  continuation of Chemistry 103. To be accompanied 
by Chemistry 106. Three hours, second semester.
105. Organic Preparations—
Laboratory work to accompany Chemistry 103. Two 
hours, first semester.
106. Organic Preparations—
Laboratory work to accompany Chemistry 104. Two 
hours, second semester.
107. History o f Chemistry—
A short course in the history of Chemistry. Prerequisite, 
Chemistry 1. Two hours, second semester.

Olivet College Theological 
Seminary
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OLIVET COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 
M r . G a l l o w a y , M r . B u s h e y
Olivet College Seminary aims to furnish to persons of 
both sexes, who seem to be divinely called to the Christian 
Ministry, Christian Work, or Mission Field, an adequate 
Spiritual and intellectual training to enable its graduates to 
successfully meet the numerous responsibilities and exacting 
duties' of their sacred calling as Spiritual leaders in this 
enlightened age.
The ideals of the school are: A firm insistence upon 
those vital and experimental Bible doctrines which are em­
phasized by the holiness movement; a clear knowledge of 
personal salvation; such a mastery of the present day Min­
isterial problems, such a knowledge o f the Bible, and such 
a training in practical things as will help the graduate to 
be an efficient leader, a forceful preacher, and a successful 
soul-winner.
Olivet College holds to the divine inspiration o f the 
whole Bible. It invites students who wish to avoid the 
poisonous influence o f destructive higher criticism.
DEGREE COURSES
1. B.D. Course—
This course is open to graduates of Colleges of recog­
nized rank. The Degree of Bachelor of Divinity will be con­
ferred upon those completing the prescribed course. Ninety 
semester hours are required for graduation.
Those who have been credited with Theological work 
on their literary degrees' will not be allowed to offer the same 
as credit towards the Theological degree. Students from 
other Theological Seminaries whose work is the equivalent 
of our work, will be allowed credit for the same, but shall 
be required to do at least one year of resident work before 
they will be permitted to graduate.
List of required subjects for B.D. degree:
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Two years' o f Bible Language (Hebrew) 
or New Testament (Greek)________
Two years of Historical Theology_________________
Two years of Systematic Theology_________________
Philosophy ________________________________________
Apologetics and Archaeology_______________________
Practical T h eo logy________________________________
Missions __________________________________________
Electives, part of which may be taken from College
12 hours 
10 hours 
12 hours 
. 6 hours 
.10 hours 
. 6 hours 
. 4 hours
of Liberal Arts .30 hours
Total. 90 hours
2. B.Th. Course—
The course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Theol­
ogy is open to all College students who have college standing 
and wish to major Til Theological work. It is equal to the 
regular A.B. course in hours and general requirements. And 
is maintained for those who wish to prepare for the work 
of the ministry. See the general requirements for  A.B. 
course in the College of Liberal Arts. The work required is 
as follows: 128 hours in all. A Major o f 30 hours selected 
from the Theological Seminary with no less than 4 hours 
from each of the divisions of Historical Theology, Systematic 
Theology, Practical Theology, Apologetics and Archaeology, 
and Missions. A Minor o f 10 hours in English above the 
prescribed work as follows:
A. English Language, Literature 10 hours.
B. Biblical Language 10 hours.
C. History 10 hours.
D. Philosophy and Education 10 hours.
E. Science 10 hours'.
F. Expression and Music, Vocal or Instrumental 4 hours.
G. Bible Literature 10 hours.
H. Elective Free, 18 hours.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
The courses offered by the Seminary constitute eight 
groups as follows:
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I. Old Testament Language and Literature.
II. New Testament Language an4 Literature.
III. Historical Theology.
IV. Systematic Theology.
V. Practical Theology.
VI. Philosophy and Christian Sociology.
VII. Apologetics and Archaeology.
VIII. Missions.
I.
OLD TESTAMENT LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Ten courses are offered in the Old Testament, covering 
the entire book, about three offered each year, varying fron. 
year to year, Courses 105 to 110, 7, and 8 use the English 
Bible and Teacher's Synopsis, with reference material for 
class study.
1, 2. History and Literature o f Israel—
A study of Israel’s history and Literature and their in­
timate relation; also a survey of the world empires with 
which Israel had relations, together with the civilization 
from which it sprang. Two hours, both semesters.
3, 4. Survey o f the Old Testament—
A study of the authorship, authenticity, characteristics, 
and content of each of the books of the Old Testament. Two 
hours, both semesters.
5. Hebrew Ritual—
A general study of the Hebrew idea o f worship, of the 
altar, offerings, sacrifices, tabernacles, and temple. Two 
hours, second semester.
101, 102. Hebrew—
This is a study of the elementary principles, forms, and 
structure of the language. It is studied inductively. It is 
not required for graduation, but students are urged to elect 
it: (1) Because it has collateral value. (2) Because it is 
necessary to the most intelligent use of Commentaries. (3) 
Because it gives an insight into the original meaning of the
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Scriptures. (4) Because it is a good foundation for thorough 
Biblical scholarship. Three hours, both semesters.
103, 104. Advanced Hebrew—-
Selected readings from the historical, prophetical, and 
poetical books o f the Old Testament. Two hours, both se­
mesters.
105, 106. Prophetic Literature—
The Minor Prophets and Isaiah. This is a delightful 
study of these great prophets, together with an exegetical 
study of the prophetic books. Two hours, both semesters.
107, 108. Prophetic Literature—
A continuation of the Prophetic Literature in Jeremiah, 
Ezekiel, and Daniel. Two hours, both semesters.
109, 110. Poetical Books of the Old Testament—
General characteristics of Hebrew poetry and a study of 
Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiasties, and song o f Solomon. 
Two hours, both semesters.
111. Principles of Interpretation—
General Principles of Interpretation, and the special 
principles that have to do with the Old Testament. Two 
hours, first semester.
112. Old Testament Authenticity—
This is an advanced course in the sources and Manu­
scripts. Two hours, first semester.
II.
NEW TESTAMENT LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
The entire New Testament is covered with these courses. 
Some three or more are offered each year, varying according 
to the needs of the students. Courses 5, 6, and 104 to 112 
include English Bible with Teacher’s Synopsis and refer­
ence material.
3, 4. New Testament Greek Epistles and Life o f Christ—  
(See Ancient Language and Literature 7 and 8.)
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5, 6. Synthetic Studies in the Gospels—
The relation of the Gospels to each other and their char­
acteristic differences will be noticed. Each book will be 
studied as a whole, also by chapters. Attention will be given 
to the origin, design, authorship, and Messianic elements in 
each. Two hours, both semesters.
7. New Testament Survey—
A study of the authorship, structure, characteristics, 
content, and spiritual messages of each of the books of the 
New Testament. Two hours, one semester.
101, 102. New Testament Introduction—
Assigned readings and discussions on the origin, author­
ship, contents, structure, and specific design of the books of 
the New Testament. Two hours, both semesters.
103. Principles o f Interpretation—
The specific principles which affect the interpretation of 
the New Testament Scriptures. Two hours, first semester.
104, 105. The Pauline Epistles—
A study of the Epistles of Paul, with brief exegetical 
commentary upon them; a survey of Paul’s Theological po­
sitions, style, and vocabulary. Two hours, both semesters.
106. Miracles and Parables o f Jesus—
A careful study o f the miracles and parables recorded 
in the Gospels, and the lessons they teach. Two hours, sec­
ond semester.
107. Introduction to the Johannine Writings—
A study of the fourth Gospel, the Epistles o f John, and 
the Apocalpse. Two hours, one semester.
108. The Life and Teachings o f Jesus—
A study of the more important problems connected with 
the life of Jesus, and an exposition of His teachings. Two 
hours, first semester.
109. The Life o f Paul—
Advanced studies in the Life o f Paul, harmonizing the
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Acts of the Apostles with the Pauline Epistles. Two hours, 
one semester.
III.
HISTORICAL THEOLOGY
The aim of this Department is to cover as far as pos­
sible the entire field of church history, emphasizing decisive 
epochs and matters of living interest; and a general view 
of the history of doctrine will be presented in connection 
with these courses. Two or more of these courses offered 
each year.
1. Church History to the Reformation—
A survey of the outstanding happenings in the life of 
the Church from the Apostolic Age to the Reformation. 
Three hours, first semester. Required.
2. The Reformation and Modern Church—
A survey of the history of the Christian Church from 
the Protestant Revolution to the present time, including a 
study of the great forward movements o f the modern period. 
Three hours, second semester. Required.
101. History o f Christian Doctrine—
A study of the rise, development, and constructive char­
acteristics of Methodism. Two hours, first semester.
102. History o f Christian Doctrine—-
A survey of the fundamental doctrines o f the New Testa­
ment, together with a study of the rise and growth of the 
creeds. Two hours, second semester.
103. The Early Church—
An interesting study of the early Christian literature. 
The church fathers before the Nicean Council. Two hours, 
one semester.
IV.
SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY AND CHRISTIAN 
DOCTRINE
The aim of this Department is to set forth in an orderely 
way the great truths of the Christian faith. A special e f­
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fort will be made to set forth the truth as- experimental and 
vital rather than speculative and theoretical. The practi­
cal aim will be to give a strong grasp o f the great truths 
that make up the message of the preacher. Several courses 
will be selected from this group each year, according to the 
needs of the students.
1, 2. The Doctrine o f Salvation—
A careful study o f some of the- best literature on this 
subject. Three hours, both semesters.
3. Immortality and the Future—
An interesting study of the subject of Eschatology. Some 
of the best literature on the subject will be examined. Three 
hours.
4. The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit—
A  study of the personality and work o f the Holy Spirit. 
Three hours, second semester.
101, 102. Systematic Theology—
A study o f God, Revelation, the Trinity, and the Deity 
of Christ; Man, his origin and fall, and the benefits of the 
atonement; the personality and office of the Holy Spirit; 
the Church and Eschatology. Three hours, both semesters.
103, 104. Research in Systematic Theology—
A  scientific study of the great doctrines of theology, 
with text and much outside research in theological literature 
for advanced work. Three hours, both semesters.
105. The Doctrine of the Person of Christ—
An inquiry into the leading theories of Jesus Christ, 
with a view to establishing the true doctrine of Christ as a 
divine teacher and savior. Three hours, first semester.
106. The Trend o f Modem Theology—
The aim o f this course is to show the trend of modern 
theological writers and to arm our preachers against the 
dangers o f modern thought. Three hours, second semester.
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V.
PRACTICAL THEOLOGY 
In this department attention is given to the theory of 
preaching, to practice in sermon structure, and to th& rela­
tion of preaching to pastoral work. Several of these courses 
are offered each year.
1, 2. Advanced Homiletics and Sermon Structure—•
A  review of some of the best texts on homiletics and a 
large amount of practice in sermon building under the 
teacher’s supervision, with a view to helping the individual 
student. Two hours, both semesters.
3. The History o f Preaching—
A Review of the history of preaching through the differ­
ent ages o f the church. Two hours, one semester.
6. Christian Workers Applied A rt Class—
A Christian workers’ course in the study of illustrations 
suitable for Sunday schools, children and young people’s 
meetings, missionary and temperance services, and vacation 
Bible schools.
Principle elements of drawing, lettering, Acrostics, Chalk 
Talks, Object Lessons, Charts, Map Drawing, and Sand 
Table illustrations. Two hours, both semesters.
100. Vocal and Literary Interpretation o f the Bible—
(See the Department of Expression).
101. Evangelism—
A study of Jesus, the apostles, and preeminent church 
leaders, in search for  types and methods of evangelistic pro­
motion, including a survey o f great evangelistic movements. 
Two hours, one semester.
VI.
PHILOSOPHY AND CHRISTIAN SOCIOLOGY
101, 102. Theism and Philosophy o f Religion—
A  careful examination o f the leading theories of the ul­
timate nature of reality, the reconstruction of a correct the- 
istic conception and philosophy of religion, with special refer­
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ence to the teaching and utterances of Jesus on the nature 
o f God, man, sin, salvation, death, the future, etc.
A reverent and careful investigation o f the mental pro­
cesses involved in the modes of religious experience, normal 
and abnormal. Three hours, both semesters.
103. Ethics—
(See Philosophy and Psychology 102.)
104. The Church and Modem Social Problems—
A study of the problem of population, psychic problems 
o f social organization, and problems and social meliarism.
Two hours, first semester.
VII.
APOLOGETICS AND ARCHAEOLOGY
1. Christian Evidences—
The evidences' upon which the Christian religion rests. 
Texts and references. Two hours, one semester.
101. Ground o f Theistic Belief—•
Modem philosophical views are examined concerning 
their bearing upon Christianity. Three hours, one semes­
ter.
102. Fallacies in M odem Thelogy—
The aim of this course is to arm our preachers against 
the trend o f modem thought in higher criticism and false 
heresies. Three hours, second semester.
103. Problem o f the Old Testament—
A  refutation o f the modem critical theories concerning 
the Old Testament. Dr. James Orr, text. Three hours, first 
semester.
104. Old Testament Archaeology—
The result o f recent research in Babylonia, Egypt, and 
the Bible lands, that establish the history given in the Bible. 
Three hours, first semester.
105. New Testament Archaeology—
Light upon the language, times, and history of the New
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Testament as found in recently discovered Greek papyri 
manuscripts and buried cities. Three hours, second semester.
VIII.
MISSIONS
1. History of Missions—
An attempt to trace the extension o f the Christian re­
ligion from the beginning of the movement to the present, 
laying special emphasis on the missionary enterprise of the 
Nineteenth and Twentieth centuries. Three hours, first se­
mester.
2. History of Religions—
This is a study of the non-Christian religions o f the 
world. Their important principles are compared to the fun­
damentals of Christianity. Three hours, first semester.
101. Factors and Methods in missionary work as adapt­
ed to the different fields. Two hours, first semester.
102. Study of Special Fields—
A course in research work of fields chosen for detailed 
study. Two hours, second semester.
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OLIVET COLLEGE BIBLE SCHOOL
FOUNDATION COURSES
M b . G a l l o w a y , M b . B u s h e y
This department has been instituted for those who, 
although unable to take the degree courses, yet wish to get a 
practical Bible training that they may be as useful and effi­
cient as possible in Christian work. We are taking care of 
these eleventh hour laborers by giving them courses suited to 
their needs.
ENGLISH BIBLE COURSE 
This three years’ course is open to all students who are 
able to carry the work. It will cover the subjects and meet 
the requirements for ordination of the licensed ministers 
in the Church of the Nazarene, and other helpful work. 
Ninety semester hours are required for graduation. A ll 
graduates who complete this course will be given a diploma. 
The required reading course will be correlated with these 
subjects and given under teachers’ supervision.
SUGGESTED OUTLINE 
First Year
First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
English I  6 English I ___________________ 5
Int. Theology 2 Theology of Holiness 3
Church P o li ty  2 Missions ___________________ 2
Missions  2 Old T estam ent____________ 2
Old Testam ent 2 New Testament____________ 2
New Testam ent 2 Sunday School Administra-
Reading Course No. 1. tion  2
Second Year
First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
Eglish I I ___________________ 5 English I I ________________ 5
Church H istory  3 Church H isto ry ____________ 3
Homiletics  2 Pastoral T h eo log y________ 2
Theo. or Chr. Evidence 3 Theo. or Chr. Doctrine 3
New Testam ent 2 New Testament ___________ 2
Reading Course No. 2. Reading Course No. 3.
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Third Year
First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
English Literature _ .. . . .  5 English L iterature____ . . .  5
Psychology 3 Argumentation, or Elective 2
Systematic Theology . 3 Systematic T h eo logy_ 3
Expression . . . .  2 Expression ___ 2
New Testament __ _ . .  2 New Testament _ 2
Reading Course No. 4.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Note: About half of these subjects are offered each year.
A.
GENERAL BIBLE STUDY
I. Foundation Bible Study—
A general study of the Bible, what it is, how we get it, 
how to study it, and a survey of the great dispensations; 
Bible memory drill. Two hours, first semester.
II. Bible History—
The story of Israel’s history from the day o f creation to 
the death of the apostles. Two hours, both semesters.
III. Bible Geography and Customs—
a. The Geography of the Bible lands, map drawing, 
and outlines.
b. A  study of Oriental social life and customs. Two 
hours, both semesters.
IY. Bible Introduction—
All about the Bible. Its origin, language, translation, 
symbols, inspiration, alleged errors, plan, etc. Two hours, 
one semester.
V. Survey of the Whole Bible—
A study of the Bible as a whole and as individual books. 
Two hours, both semesters.
VI. Studies in Old Testament Characters—
In the study of these great characters the spiritual 
truths will be emphasized and an effort made to inspire lofty
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ideals. Much sermon material may be gathered from  this. 
Teacher’s synopsis is used. Two hours, both semesters.
VII. Elementary Psychology—
Three hours, one semeter.
B.
BIBLE EXEGESIS
I. The New Testament, The Gospels, and The Acts—
A  careful study o f the great messages o f these books. 
Two hours, both semesters.
II. The Old Testament; the Pentateuch—
Synthetical studies of the first books of the Bible. Also 
fundamental principles of Bible study and topical truths will 
be covered with Teachers’ synopsis. Two hours, both semes­
ters.
C.
THEOLOGY
I. An Introduction to Theology—
This course is designed to set forth the fundamental 
problems of theology. It considers: (1) The nature of re­
ligion; (2) The truth of Christian religion! (3) The nature, 
source, and method of Theology; (4) Doctrines of the Bible, 
correlated with the study of the Church Manual. Two hours, 
one semester.
II. Theology of Holiness—
The doctrine of Christian perfection as taught by Wes­
ley, Hills and Walker. Three hours, second semester.
III. Systematic Theology—
The same as Theology 101 in Seminary, but less research 
work required. Two hours, both semesters.
IV. Church History—
A  brief survey of the history o f the whole church. Two 
hours, both semesters.
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D.
PASTORAL THEOLOGY
I. Homiletics—
The fundamental principles and methods o f sermon con­
struction, text, outline, theme, development, application, types 
of sermons. Practice will be given by having the students 
construct sermons upon assigned themes and texts. This will 
also include the study of the elements of effective preaching. 
Three hours, first semester.
II. Pastoral Theology—
A  study o f the significance o f the pastoral office: the 
personal problems of the pastor; the pastor as a citizen; 
his devotional, his study, his relation to the Sunday School 
and the prayer meeting; pastoral visitation, and church fin­
ance. Required. Three hours, second semester.
III. Church Polity—
A study o f church organizations and government, with 
special reference to the policy o f the Church o f the Nazarene. 
Two hours, one semester.
IV. Expression.
(See Department o f Expression).
V. Sunday School Administration—
A  study of the organization and history o f the Sunday 
School. This includes a survey o f the principles o f teaching 
which may be used in the Sunday School; also practice teach­
ing before the class. Two hours, second semester.
E'.
MISSIONS
I, II. History of Christian Missions—
An attempt to trace the extension of the' Christian reli­
gion from the beginning o f the movement to the present, 
laying special emphasis on the missionary enterprise o f the
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Nineteenth and the Twentieth Centuries. Two hours, both 
semesters.
I ll, IV. Comparative Religions—
This is a study of the non-Christian religions of the 
world. Two hours, both semesters.
CHRISTIAN WORKERS CERTIFICATE COURSE
Missionaries, local preachers, Sunday School workers, 
deaconesses, and other Christian workers who have not had 
their academic work and feel they can spend only a short 
time in school, will find this course designed to meet their 
needs. It may vary according to the needs of the individual. 
Sixty semester hours may be covered in two years. This 
course is composed principally of English, Bible, Elementary 
Theology, and other lower division subjects from the Bible 
School.
School of Fine Arts
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SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
M r s . H. H. P r ic e , Director
Olivet College is well equipped for music work. There 
are two excellent grand pianos in the chapel, a Steinway and 
a Mason and Hamlin. There are eight practice pianos, and 
the studios are well equipped. Complete courses are offered 
in Piano, Violin, Voice, with Harmony and History of Music, 
leading to the honors of a Teacher’s Certificate, Diploma, 
and the degree o f Bachelor of Music. Work is offered also 
in Band and Orchestral instruments in connection with their 
respective organizations.
High School credit is given for two units in Music out 
of a total of sixteen. These must be in Harmony and History 
of Music or the composite course embracing these two sub­
jects. College credit is given for twelve hours total in Music 
out o f the required one hundred twenty-eight.
Special attention is given to the training o f musicians 
for religious work in each musical course. Evangelistic 
singing and playing are offered to anyone wishing to prepare 
for  those specialized forms of work. Anyone may enter 
either of these departments as a regular or as a special 
student.
P I A N O
The first requisite for  piano playing is a good technical
foundation. This is acquired through the use of a good 
graded set o f exercises and studies, which are intended to 
give the student that control of the muscles which enables 
him to attain artistic results. A  clear conception of music, 
distinctive phrasing, good rythm, a variety of tone, and 
accurate technique are the main points stressed. After a 
good musical foundation the course is as follows:
First Year—
First year of high school; one year of theory; early 
works o f Bach; Sonatinos by various composers; Woodland 
Sketches by MacDowell; Scales, and selected technical study.
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Second Year—
Second year of high school; one year of harmony, one 
year of appreciation of music; Easier Two Part Inventions 
of Bach; Easier Sonatas by Beethoven, Mozart, and Hayden; 
Nocturnes, Waltzs and Preludes of Chopin; Mendelssohn’s 
songs; Compositions of Grieg and others.
Third Year—
Third year high school; Bach two and Three Part Inven­
tions; Advanced work in Chopin; Sonatas by Mozart and 
Beethoven; technical work by Zerny and others; Compositions 
o f Modern composers.
Fourth Year—
Fourth year high schjool; second year in harmony; 
History of Music, work on Bach's Fugus;Advanced work 
in Chopin, MacDowell, Grieg, Schumann, Schubert, and oth­
ers; Technical studies by Cramer, etc.
Fifth Year—
Two years of college work; completion of course in 
theory and composition; individual recitals; larger concert 
work of Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt, and Modern com­
posers. Technique must be fully developed and dependable.
CREDITS AND CONDITIONS
A teacher’s certificate is granted on the completion of 
the second year. A diploma is given on the completion of 
the fourth year, and the degree of Bachelor o f Music upon 
the completion of the fifth year, which may be divided into 
two years, if necessary. A year of psychology is required for 
Diploma or degree of Bachelor of Music.
Public performance is a part of the course, and students 
are expected to take part in ensemble organizations. They 
are also required to take two lessons a week or the equiva­
lent throughout each year. Special training is given in ac­
companiment playing and religious music.
YEAR CLASSIFICATION
Theory and applied music will normally be in the same 
year, but it is possible for one to be an advanced performer
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and have a deficiency in theory, or vice versa. In case of 
this difference the student is ranked by the lower standing. 
Grades are readjusted when marked improvement is made.
PIANO NORMAL TRAINING 
In order that teachers may be equipped to meet the de­
mands now made, it is necessary to specialize in teaching. 
The needs of the average child must be met. Applicants 
must have completed the course offered for Certificate, or 
its equivalent. This is presented as a one year work.
First Semester—
Lectures, child psychology; the type of work taught 
through the sensory period; listening; rythmic play; note- 
playing; history and application. Associative period, every 
phase of music work started and applied; notation; termin­
ology; memory writing; scale and chord building; transposi­
tions; intervals; melody writing; the mechanism of the piano, 
stressing pedaling.
Second Semester—
Adolescent period; discussion of the fundamentals of 
music; papers prepared on every phase of music work; ap­
preciation lectures; practice teaching both class and private. 
Demonstrations by children; extensive study of material of 
all grades. Discussion o f the types of elementary work given 
the adult; observation work; monthly round table discussions.
VOICE 
Miss W is l e r
The first year is devoted principally to the fundamentals 
o f voice production, the correct method of breathing, a mas­
tering of vocal difficulties, the control and use of resonators, 
enunciation, and diction.
VOICE INSTRUCTION FOR CERTIFICATE
First Year—
Two half-hour lessons weekly. Fundamental study of 
the vocal anatomy. Correct breathing and breath control. 
Technical work of scales in slow sustained forms.
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Study: Sieber, Vaccai, Concone, and others.
Songs: From the English, French and German Songs.
Sacred songs from standard repertoire.
Musicianship: Ear and Eye Training, Harmony, Music
Appreciation, College Chorus, Languages, Diction.
Second Year—•
Two half-hour lessons weekly. Review of first year 
work. Scales leading to more rapid vocalization.
Study: S. Marchesi Op. 15 and other standard works.
Songs: Standard songs in English, French, Italian, and
German, in the original languages. Modern American songs. 
Arias from standard Oratorios and Operas.
Musicianship: Ear and Eye Training, Harmony, History
Psychology and Chorus. All candidates must study the piano 
until able to play moderately difficult accompaniments. A 
repertoire is required of about twenty-five songs. Inter­
pretation of songs.
EXAM INATION BEFORE A BOARD OF EXAM INERS
Sustained work on all vowels and scale work (slow and 
more rapid).
Final exercises from Marchesi, Op. 15; singing or play­
ing at sight a simple song or accompaniment; one song in 
English, French, Italian, or German; fifteen-day song of 
medium difficulty prepared by the student alone. A pro­
gram from memory must be given to the public.
VOICE INSTRUCTION FOR DIPLOMA 
Third Year—
Two half-hour lessons weekly. Advanced form of major, 
minor an chromatic scales, arpeggio and staccato work.
Study: Masterpieces of Vocalization by Spicker or oth­
ers of like difficulty.
Oratorios: St. Paul, Elijah, Arias from the same.
Operas: Arias, Duos, and Sextettes from standard
operas.
Songs: Advanced and more difficult work from classi­
cal songs.
Musicianship: Harmony, Languages, and Chorus.
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Fourth  Y ear — ■
General review. Oratoric: Creation, the Seasons, the
Messiah. Arias from leading Operas. Classical songs in 
French and Italian. Modern concert Arias and songs. 
Musicianship: Advanced Harmony, Chorus.
Examination similar to the one above mentioned. A 
public recital is required. A repertoire of about thirty songs. 
Student must have completed two years of High School 
work for Certificate, and have completed High School for 
Diploma.
OLIVET COLLEGE CHORUS 
It is the object of the college chorus to make schooled 
musicians of its pupils. Training of the ear and the sense 
o f rythm is the first requisite. Therefore the experience in 
chorus singing is of first importance. The College will re­
fuse a Certificate or Diploma to those who have not at­
tended the chorus rehearsals and taken part in public per­
formances.
SIGHT-SINGING AND EAR-TRAINING 
The purpose is to present the elements of music in a 
direct and concise manner; to give the pupil material for 
practice, and to instruct him how to use this material. Each 
step is presented in three ways: exercises to be written; 
exercises for diction to be used in ear-training; exercises 
for sight-singing. Class work in two forty minute periods 
a week will be required.
CONDUCTING 
The work of this class embraces lectures by the director 
on choral singing, directing, and study o f different styles of 
composition. The class is designed especially for evangelistic 
singers and public workers who desire to understand the cor­
rect method o f conducting chorus or directing orchestra or 
glee clubs.
GLEE CLUBS 
It is the work o f the Boys’ Glee Club, and the Girls’ 
Octet to give training in ensemble work and appearance in
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public; to give a knowledge of classical music; and to serve 
as an organization to develop those who are making a special 
study of voice. The two organizations give concerts at the 
college and in nearby cities.
VIOLIN 
F .r . C a i n
The courses for violin have been carefully graded. The 
beginners’ course includes special exercises edited by Leopold 
Auer, whose fame has made him king of violin teachers.
Courses are offered leading to Certificate, Diploma, and 
Bachelor of Music. (Same general requirements as for 
Piano). Studies by Kayser, Sit, and Wohfahrt, with com­
positions of equal difficulty. Third, Fourth, and Fifth Per­
iods. Position studies by Sit, Laouereux, and Schiadieck. 
Op. I, Part I, by Sevcik; Op. 36 by Mazas; Bowings by 
Sevcik; Scales by Hrimaly.
Advanced and Artists Courses— Shifting and Broken 
Chord exercises by Sevcik; Bowings over two, three, and four 
strings, by Sevcik; Studies by Kreutzer, Fiorillo, and Rode, 
solos by DeBeriot, David, Vieuxtemps, Kreisler, Mendelssohn, 
etc. Ensemble work for Violin, Viola, and Cello is offered 
in connection with the Violin course.
Guitar, Mandolin, and Banjo are offered also.
ORCHESTRA
This organization contributes much to the life and musi­
cal career o f the school. It offers many advantages in en­
semble playing to all o f the students' o f string and wind in­
struments; also to those not taking applied music who show 
efficiency in playing any instrument used in the orchestra. 
Concerts are given throughout the year.
BAND
The Band is open to anyone having ability to play any 
wind instrument. Private instruction is given in any band 
instrument. Two periods each week are devoted to band 
practice.
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DEPARTMENT OF EXPRESSION 
Miss R i c h e y
This Department does not aim to produce elocutionists. 
Artificial, superficial or mechanical methods are not employed. 
The great purpose o f expression is so to develop the un­
dreamed-of possibilities, latent in all of us, that we shall 
bring them into rich and glorious manifestation. “ From 
within outward”  is the great principle. Always impression 
must precede expression. Being, not seeming, is the great 
law. “ Out o f the abundance o f the heart the mouth 
speaketh.”  We do not seek to graduate students who have 
the form, but who lack the power of thought and feeling. 
One must live a thing before he can get it.
INTRODUCTORY
First Year—
Spoken English (Curry).
Classics for Vocal Expression (Curry).
Parallel Reading.
Harmonic Gymnastics.
Openness of Tone.
Conversation.
Story-telling.
Recitations.
Second Year—
Foundations o f Expression (Curry).
Lessons in Vocal Expression (Curry).
Pantomimic Problems.
Impromptu Speaking.
Agility o f Voice.
Narrative Poetry.
Readings.
Dramatic Thinking.
ADVANCED
Third Year—
Vocal and Literary Interpretation o f the Bible (Curry). 
Classics for Vocal Expression (Curry).
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Province of Expression (Curry).
Pantomime.
Religious Drama.
Extemporaneous Speaking.
Readings.
Abridgements.
Fourth Year—
Imagination and Dramatic Instinct (Curry).
Browning and the Dramatic Monologue (Curry).
Shakespearean Comedy and Tragedy.
Religious Drama.
Debate.
Recital.
BIBLICAL EXPRESSION
The best book—the Bible— is too frequently the most 
poorly read. A  proper understanding and interpretation are 
needed before it can be properly presented to others. Special 
emphasis is placed upon this subject? It is indispensable to 
Christian workers.
DIPLOMAS
A  diploma will be awarded to a student who takes the 
four-year course above, with three years o f College English 
and one year of Philosophy, College Psychology, and Ethics.
A  teacher’s certificate will be awarded at the end of the 
third year, provided the student has finished High School. 
The degree of Bachelor of Oratory may be conferred upon a 
student who completes the full course in Expression and all 
literary work required for a literary degree, with Psychology 
and Ethics.
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DEPARTMENT OF ART
First Year—
Caste and still life drawing in charcoal; original work in 
ink illustration; lettering and design; landscape and still life 
painting in water color, pastel, and oil.
Second Year—
Charcoal drawing from life; landscape; still life and life 
in oil and water color. The principles of perspective, com­
position, and color harmony are taught as part of the work.
Upon completing the course a teacher’s certificate will 
be granted only to those who have a High School education or 
its equivalent. History of Art, Secondary Education, and 
Psychology are required. The object of the course is to give 
the student an appreciation for art, a thorough foundation 
in its principles, and a high degree o f efficiency and confi­
dence in the handling of different mediums.
History of A rt—
Textbook: S. Reinach “ Appollo.”  Two hours, first se­
mester.

High School
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HIGH SCHOOL
C. S. M cCl a in , Principal
The College High School is under the direction o f the 
College and is primarily a preparatory school. Besides, it 
is intended to furnish a four year course of instruction for 
five classes of students; those who desire better preparation 
for undergraduate Theological courses; those who are pre­
paring for technical courses; those who are preparing to 
become teachers; those who desire a better preparation for 
other vocations.
Our High School work has been prepared to meet the 
College entrance requirements of the North Central Associa­
tion of Colleges. The courses are accredited by the Univer­
sity of Illinois.
Students who present certificates of graduation from the 
common school are admitted without examination. Mature 
students, not eighth grade graduates, may be admitted on 
trial upon recommendation of the committee on registration.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
To graduate from the High School 16 units are required 
(one-half unit of which must be Bible).
A  unit is the credit given for work in a subject meeting 
five times a week for at least thirty-six weeks.
Of the 16 units required, the eight and one-half con­
tained in Group A  are required o f all. The remaining seven 
and one-half units may be elected from Group B. An aver­
age grade of C is required for graduation.
Prescribed subjects, eight and one-half units' required
ADMISSION
GROUP A
of all.
Algebra ------------------
Plane G eom etry -----
English Composition
Unit* 
.  1 
- 1
.  2
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Units
English Literature ____________________ 1
Physics ------ ,_______1
Foreign Language (both in same)_______2
Bible ____________________________________ %
GROUP B.
The remaining seven and one-half units may be elected 
from this group.
Units
Solid Geometry _________________________Vs
Commercial A rithm etic__________________Vs
English L iterature_______________________ 1
Latin _____________________________________1_4
S panish __________________________________ 1-2
American History and C iv ic s ____________ 1
Business Law ___________________________%
Bookkeeping _____________________________1
Stenography and Typewriting___________ 1_2
M u sic_____________________________________1
General Science _______________________ 1
Advanced A lg e b ra ______________________ %
Ancient H is to ry _________________________ 1
Medieval and Modern History____________ 1
METHOD OF GRADING
The following system of grading by letters will be used: 
A , 92 to 100; B, 84 to 92; C, 74 to 84; D, 64' to 74; I, In­
complete; F, failure.
An average of C is required for graduation.
High school students are subject to all the general reg­
ulations of the school, and in addition are expected to ob­
serve the special rules which may be announced by the Prin­
cipal of the high school.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
ENGLISH 
Miss C a i n
I. Grammar, Composition, and Literature—
This course consists of a brief thorough review of Eng­
lish grammar and elementary work in written and oral Eng­
lish.
II. Composition, Rhetoric, a/nd Literature—
Narration, argumentation, description, exposition, and 
persuasion are studied at length. Oral and written compo­
sition.
III. History o f English Literature—
A  short, concise history o f English Literature, the origin 
o f English prose and poetry, and the rise and the forms of 
drama. The last half-semester is devoted to an intensive 
study of composition.
IV. History o f American Literature—
The forepart of the year is given to the study of Ameri­
can Literature. The last half o f the second semester includes 
an intensive study of composition and rhetoric.
HISTORY 
M r . G r e e r , M is s  S p r u c e
I. Ancient History—
A  study o f the Oriental countries, o f the Greeks, and of 
the Romans to the death o f Charlemagne. Five hours, both 
semesters.
II. Medieval and M odem History—
A general course dealing with the late Roman Empire 
and the nations o f Modern Europe. Five hours, both semes­
ters.
III. American History and Civics—
A  history of the Political, social, and economic devel- 
ment o f the United States, with special emphasis' on the sys­
tematic study o f the government.
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SCIENCE 
M r . P r ic e , M i s s  S i l l
I, II. General Science—
A brief introduction of all o f the sciences from a prac­
tical point o f view. Three hours per week are devoted to 
recitation and four to laboratory. Credit, five hours, both 
semesters.
III. Physics—
A practical course dealing with the laws governing mech­
anics, sound, heat, light, magnetism, electricity, etc.
LATIN 
M r s . P e a k e , M is s  S p r u c e
I. First Year—
Regular beginner’s work. Five hours, both semesters.
II. Second Year—
Caesar’s Gallic Wars and a study o f Roman myths or 
fables, etc. Five hours, both semesters.
III. Third Year— Cicero—
The usual four orations, with outside research work, 
study of literary style, etc. Three hours, both semesters.
IV. Fourth Year— Virgil—
Four or six books— scansion, literary merits, and con­
temporary history. Three hours, both semesters.
SPANISH 
Open only to Juniors and Seniors 
M r s . P e a k e
I. First Year—
A thorough study of grammar: Reading, writing, and 
conversation. Five hours, both semesters.
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II. Second Year—
Various types of literature are studied, portraying life 
in Spanish-speaking countries. Grammar, composition, con­
versation. Five hours, both semesters.
MATHEMATICS
M r . P r ic e , M i s s  S i l l
The work done in the department of mathematics is cor­
related with that done in business and in the physical sciences.
I. Elementary Algebra—
The regular topics, including an introduction to quadra­
tics. Both semesters, five hours.
II. Plane Geometry—
A study of plane figures, including the solution of many 
original problems. Both semesters, five hours.
III. Advanced Algebra—
Advanced work covering such topics as radicals, pro­
gressions, etc., and an algebraic treatment of geometry and 
the physical sciences. First semester, three hours.
IV. Solid Geometry—
Relation of lines and planes in space, dihedral angles, 
cylinders', cones, spheres, etc. Second semester, three hours.
SUGGESTED OUTLINE 
First Year
First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
English I. _ ___ — 5 English I. ____ _____ 5
Mathematics I. (algebra)- 5 Mathematics I. (algebra)- 5
Latin I. — — 5 Latin I. ____  ____ -  5
Bible (elective) _ — 2 General S c ien ce___ 5
Bible (e le c t iv e )__________ 2
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Second Year
First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
English II. _____ __________5 English I I . ___________ . . .  5
Mathematics II. Mathematics II.
(PI. Geometry) ____ ____5 (Pl. Geometry) ____5
Latin II. ____________ ____5 Latin I I ._______ - _ .  5
History I . ____________ ____5 History I. ____ _— 5
Bible (e lectiv e )______ 2 Bible (e le c t iv e )_ 2
Third Year
First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
Enlgish III. ____5 English III. _____ 5
Mathematics III. Mathematics IV.
(Advanced Algebra) 5 (Solid Geometry) 5
History II. 5 History II. _ 5
Latin III. (or Spanish I.)_ 5 Latin III. (or Spanish I.)_ 5
Bible (e le ctiv e )______ 2 Bible (elective) 2
Fourth Year
First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
English I V ._ 5 English IV. .  5
History III. _ ____ __ 5 History III (Civics) __ 5
Latin IV. (or Spanish II.) 5 Latin IV (or Spanish II.)_ 5
Science III. (Physics) ____5 Science III. (Physics) ____5
Bible (elective) _ ________ 2 Bible (elective) ____ 2
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COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT
We offer a full course in shorthand, typewriting, book­
keeping, and other subjects necessary to fit one for efficient 
work in a business office. This course will be designed and 
formulated with the purpose of meeting the individual needs 
of the students. Practical business methods will be dis­
cussed and treated in such a manner as to give the student a 
fair knowledge of practical office and business life.
COURSES OFFERED
Shorthand—
The Gregg System of Shorthand is taught. This is the 
shortest, simplest, and most interesting system of shorthand. 
After mastering the principles of the manual, the remaining 
time is spent in dictation, which deals with the various lines 
o f business. A  speed o f one hundred words a minute is re­
quired for graduation.
Typewriting—
The touch system of typewriting is taught, which means 
that the student is taught to operate the typewriter without 
looking at the keys. Special study is given to the mechanism 
of the machine. A  speed of fifty-five words a minute on copy 
work and fifty words a minute on dictation is required for 
graduation.
Bookkeeping—
This embraces the principles of modern bookkeeping. 
The student is given actual bookkeeping work to do, which is 
similar to that done in the average business office. The 
student becomes' familiar with the journal, the cashbook, the 
checkbook, the purchase book and the ledger.
Spelling—
This course will consist of daily drills in written spelling.
Business English, Letter Writing, and Punctuation'r—
The chief aim o f these subjects is to teach the student 
the art o f writing a good business letter, and how to use
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correct forms of English and punctuation, in connection with 
the letter writing work.
Commercial Arithmetic—
This work is based on a text that covers the practical 
applications of arithmetic to business life.
Rapid Calculation—■
Daily drills are held in this subject, in which accuracy 
and speed are given primary importance. After the student 
has attained these short methods of multiplication and di­
vision, computing interest and discount, etc., are dwelt upon 
until the students become proficient in this line of work.
Commercial Law—
This will include contracts, sales' o f personal property, 
negotiable instruments, agency, bailment, partnership, cor­
porations, insurance, real property, and courts and their 
jurisdiction.
List of College Graduates
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LIST OF COLLEGE GRADUATES 
B y  Y e a r l y  C l a s s e s
1914
Zella Warner Deale, Ph.B____________________________ China
*Viola Willison, A.B_______________________________ Deceased
1915
Otis P. Deale, B.S_____________________________________ China
T. Weber Willingham, A.B____________________Olivet, Illinois
Adam R. Shipley, Ph.B Surrey, N. D.
1916
Elmer H. Kauffman, B.S____________________ Hartford, Conn.
Samuel Ray Burkholder, B.S., B. Mus______ Logansport, Ind.
Alvin H. Kauffman, Jr., B.S_____________________ Jerusalem
*Grace McLemore Gill, Ph.B_________________ Rosedale, Ind.
Eula W. Jay, A.B__________________________ Indianapolis, Ind.
James Bruce Deisenroth, B.S_________________Pasadena, Calif.
Mack E. Bouton, B.S Muskegon, Mich.
Olin Whitfield Waltz, A.B Nampa, Idaho
Otto Franklin Hinz, Ph.B_____________________St. Louis, Mo.
1917
George Washington Luchsinger, B.S Surrey, N. D.
Ruth Buell, B.S_________________________University Park, la.
Lowell H. Coate, A.B Pasadena, Calif.
Olin W. Waltz, A.B., B.S Nampa, Idaho
1918
T. Weber Willingham, A.B., B.D_____________ Olivet, Illinois
Ira Stovall, B.S., B.D________________________Highway, Ky.
R. Wayne Gardner, B.S Wollaston, Mass.
Winnie Schurman Carroll, B.S., A.B Dunkley, Colo.
Raymond Hodges, A.B Nampa, Idaho
Joshua Breuninger, A.B., Ped.B______________Selinsgrove, Pa.
1919
Nellie Ellison, A.B., B.D_______________________________India
R. J. Carroll, B.S Denver, Colo.
H. C. Benner, B.S Pasadena, Calif.
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Melza Brown, A.B Alhambra, Calif.
Lowell H. Coate, B.D Pasadena, Calif.
Olin W. Waltz, B.D Nampa, Idaho
1920
Venus Hudson Floyd, A.B__________________ Pasadena, Calif.
*S. A. Massie, B.S_________________________ Springfield, Ohio
H. C. Benner, B.D__________________________Pasadena, Calif.
R. J. Carroll, B.D_____________________________ Denver, Colo.
1921
Laurence Howe, A.B Harvey, 111.
1922
Joseph P. Ingle, A.B____________________ Wichita Falls, Texas
Rose E. Bauerle, A.B___________________________ Lewis, Iowa
James H. Garrison,A.B_________________________Seymour, Ind.
Etta Rumph Chesemore, A.B Long Beach, Calif.
Lowell R. Hoff, A.B Okmulgee, Okla.
Elsie Jenks, A.B___________________________________ Olivet, 111.
1923
Henry Bell, B.D_________________________________Dennison, la.
Grace Richie Burkholder, A.B______________Logansport, Ind.
D. Ray Campbell, A.B______________________Des Moines, la.
Della Cain, A.B_____________________________________ Olivet, 111.
Irene J. Carl Cronk, A.B_________________________Ames, Iowa
Ruth Cooper, A.B Canastoto, N. Y.
Carl McClain, A.B_________________________________ Olivet, 111.
Amanda Mellies, A.B.________________________Clifton, Kansas
1924
Ralph E. Bauerle, A.B______________________________ Elgin, 111.
Hazel L. Canaday, A.B Greensboro, N. C.
Dortha D. Goode Peters, A.B_______________Bloomfield, Iowa
Ida Mae Reed Harris, A.B_____________________ Springfield, 111.
Rose Bauerle, B.D__________________________________ Lewis, la.
Elsie Jenks, B.D____________________________________Olivet, 111.
1925
George L. Chesemore, A.B Long Beach, Calif.
Robert P. Cornelius, A.B________________________Danville, 111.
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Hilda Findlay, A.B________________________ Millington, Mich.
Anton J. Frank, A.B______________________ Science Hill, Ky.
Ruby Foster, A.B___________________________ Kingswood, Ky.
Ailene Gilbert, A.B Greensboro, N. C.
Sylvester T. Ludwig, A.B________________Hutchinson, Kansas
Clarence Mattison, A.B.________________________ Mackey, Ind.
Byron D. Nease, A.B Sioux City, la.
Franklin A. Peake, A.B-----------------------------------------Olivet, 111.
Lela Reynolds, A.B Greensboro, N. C.
Gertrude Sill, A.B__________________________________Olivet, 111.
Katie Shorten, A.B------------------------------------------------- Elgin, 111.
Madge Thompson, A.B.___________________________ Coffey, Mo.
1926
Jessie Bingham, A. B.___________________ Hutchinson, Kans.
Mary L. Floyd, A.B___________________________ Olivet, Illinois
Ruth E. Gilley, A.B______________________________Russell, Ky.
Mrs. Myrtle Kunkel, A.B________________Hutchinson, Kansas
Velma V. Guthrie, A.B Vilonia, Arkansas
Harvey S. Galloway, A.B Cincinnati, Ohio
Carmen U. Peake, A.B.-------------------------------------Olivet, Illinois
Samuel L. Herrell, A.B_________________________ Liberal, Mo.
Myrtle G. Sherman, A.B_________________ Hutchinson, Kansas
Don A. Thrall, A.B______________________Breckenridge, Mich.
Russell E. Trees, A.B_________________________ Wilkinson, Ind.
Margaret M. Smith, A.B. Holton, Indiana
Gertrude Waters, A.B____________________ Belleville, Michigan
Samuel R. Burkholder, D.Mus. (Honorary)__Logansport, Ind.
1927
Agnes Anderson, A.B Guatemala, C. A.
Ralph Carter, A.B___________________________ St. Bernice, Ind.
Arilla Canaday, A.B___________________________ Olivet, Illinois
Anna Lee Cox, A.B______________________ St. Louis, Missouri
James Floyd, A.B Pasadena, Calif.
Vernon Price, A.B. Catchings Miss,
Pearl Richey, A.B---------------------------------------------Olivet, Illinois
Jarrette Strickler, A.B Youngstown, Ohio
Milton Smith, A.B______________________ Prescott, Arkansas
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Esther Willingham, A.B_______________________Olivet, Illinois
Alfred Wood, A.B_____________________________ Olivet, Illinois
Albert Young, A.B__________________________ Chicago, Illinois
1928
COLLEGE GRADUATES
Margaret Anderson, A.B__________________ Guatemala, C. A.
Lucile Appleby, A.B___________________________ Olivet, Illinois
Ella Buchanan, A.B_________________________ Danville, Illinois
Amos Eby, A.B__________________________________Miama, Fla.
Opal Fretz, A.B Auburn, Indiana
Ella Fruin, A .B ._______________________________ Lenox, Mich.
Laura Harbold, A.B_________________________ Birds Run, Ohio
Laben Huff, A.B Olivet, Illinois
0. C. Lindberg, A.B___________________________ Olivet, Illinois
Martha Linn, A.B Bluffton, Indiana
Linford Marquart, A.B Monroeville, Indiana
Kathleen Suffern Morris____________________Flint, Michigan
Arthur Nutt, A.B Olivet, Illinois
Christine Peake, A.B Olivet, Illinois
James Powell, A.B_________________________ Francis, Indiana
Lester Richardson, A.B Indianapolis, Indiana
ACADEMY GRADUATES
Grace Adams-------------------------------------------------Flint, Michigan
Mae Benthal------------------------------------------------- Sheller, Illinois
Dwight Buss Olivet, Illinois
Marguerite Cooley_____________________________Olivet, Illinois
Bertha Densmore Winchester, Indiana
Earl Greer------------------------------------------------------- Olivet, Illinois
Catherine Huff Olivet, Illinois
Opal Huff---------------------------------------------------------- Olivet, Illinois
Louise King Alberta, Canada
Oliver Livingston______________________________ Olivet, Illinois
Louise Lowe Catchings, Mississippi
Paul Jay Propst________________________________Olivet, Illinois
Jennie Preston--------------------------------------------------- Pekin, Illinois
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Lena Reeves__________
Erma Smith----------------
Thelma Starr--------------
Naomi Tripp_________
Joseph Welsh_________
Milburn Westmoreland 
Gurth Lee White_____
 Danville, Illinois
Bay City, Michigan 
_Lansing, Michigan 
St. Clair, Michigan
 Olivet, Illinois
-Prescott, Arkansas 
-Prescott, Arkansas
BIBLE COLLEGE GRADUATES
Ray Johnson___________________________________Olivet, Illinois
Elmer Meshberger_______________________ Ft. Wayne, Indiana
W. S. Purinton______________________________ Danville, Illinois
Andrew Spoolstra_____________________________Olivet, Illinois
Sena Spoolstra________________________________ Olivet, Illinois
PIANO— DIPLOMA
Marian Miller Bicknell, Indiana
Christine Peake_______________________________ Olivet, Illinois
PIANO— CERTIFICATE 
Rachel Hansche   Racine, Wisconsin
VIOLIN— DIPLOMA
Christine Peake Olivet, Illinois



